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Dear colleagues,

Nowadays the industry of virtual reality is developing rapidly, penetrating into different 
spheres of our lives. Just like any other innovation, VR – technologies aim to expand 
human capacity, enhancing our everyday life in various areas. VR – technologies al-
low us to do the things that seemed to be impossible before. For example, one can 
fly into space or travel to the other side of the world. Just in virtual reality, we are able 
to feel emotions which we can’t experience in a real life.

That’s why we’ve created Desirium - cross-platform VR system, where one has an 
ability to experience all variety of feelings without leaving a VR world. Simple and 
intuitive interface, high-quality content do not only give a user unforgettable expe-
rience from VR but also motivates him  to come for new emotions again and again.

In Fibrum we also have made first Russian VR headset, many mobile applications 
and games in VR. Thanks to our products everyone can dive into new exciting worlds 
whenever and wherever they are. Fibrum team consists of people who truly love what 
they do and dream about changing the world. If you are ready to dive into another 
reality then we are going the same way.

Appeal to the media
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Today Fibrum is focused on creating top quality mobile VR-apps. Fibrum is constantly 
producing new content that is available on popular operating systems.(Android and 
iOS) Right now, Fibrum Team is working on a massive project called Desirium. It’s a 
single application which contains a lot of unique feelings and experiences. They fit 
every taste, whether it is a remarkable day of president life, a scary abandoned house 
or an exciting flight through the stars. 

The story of the company began in 2013. Ilya Flaks assembled the team to realize 
the idea of virtual reality available for everybody. He presented the first VR-head-
set Fibrum Pro at the conference in Kazan, Russia in 2014. Now it can be acquired 
not only in Russia but also in Germany (Media Markt, Saturn, Gravis), Spain (Media 
Mark, Rossellimac) and East Europe (Alza). You also can find Fibrum Pro VR head-
set in Hong-Kong (HMV) and USA (Bluewire, Fry’s Electronics). We are also going to 
enter the markets of France, United Kingdom, Turkey, Finland, India, we are currently 
in negotiations.

Within two years the line of products has expanded significantly. Fibrum has released 
dozens of VR-apps, created the Fibrum Platform and developed the first in Russia VR 
shooter “The Raid”. The company has also produced AR greeting cards and coloring

books. There are about 30 successful business projects in collaboration with such or-
ganizations as Moscow Government, Ministry of Culture and Yandex.Taxi and others.

The development of innovative solutions and user-friendly products are the core 
principles of Fibrum Company. Fibrum team takes a careful and creative approach 
when writing scripts and scenarios for new games. Afterward, the team runs exten-
sive graphic and dynamic tests in order to ensure that diving into the virtual reality 
will always be a pleasurable experience.

#fibrum_about
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#fibrum_now
Mobile VR applications

There are a lot of different applications in our portfolio: exciting attractions, dynamic 
shooters, applications for relaxing and even VR cinema. Our collection of games is 
being constantly renewed.  Games’ plots and graphics are developed in such a way 
to give people maximum of positive emotions.

Fibrum applications work with iOS and Android smartphones. The apps are also com-
patible with all mobile VR headsets. 
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#fibrum_now
Fibrum Game Cards

Fibrum Game Cards is a product which was created to deal with a lack of quality con-
tent on mobile VR market. Cards give an access to VR applications and can be either 
a stand-alone product category or included in any VR headset box.

We have several collections of Fibrum Game Cards.

The user can pick a card which gives him a different time access to all Fibrum VR 
applications: 30, 90 and 180 days.

The other line offers a collection of the best VR applications. Here a user can pick 
between collections for kids, best games from Fibrum, attractions, and adventures.

Fibrum Game Cards is your guide into the VR world.
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Fibrum PRO is a comfortable mobile VR head-
set that allows you to dive into a virtual reality 
and feel new emotions. Fibrum is the first and 
only company in the world that provides you 
with a complete VR product. Owners of the VR 
headset Fibrum Pro also get all Fibrum mobile 
apps for free during the year.

#fibrum_before
VR headset Fibrum Pro

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
• Compatible with the majority of modern smart-
phones on Android, iOS and Windows Phone plat-
forms with the screen size from 4” to 6”
• Suitable for all ages between 9 and 99 years 

LIGHTWEIGHT (120gr.) 
• Easy to take with you wherever you are
• Watch your favorite movies and TV shows 
without any discomfort

HIGH-QUALITY GLASS LENSES
High quality glass lenses that do not require 
any additional configuration for a quick and 
easy dive into the world of virtual reality

WIDE-ANGLE VIEW
Opportunity to see more due 
to a 110° field of view

SIMPLE AND EASY TO USE
Simply download the app from Google Play, 
App Store or Windows Phone Store and en-
joy new feelings and emotions

MODERN DESIGN
• Convenient fixation system and a 
high-quality plastic case 
• Ideal for personal and group use

UNLIMITED ACCESS TO 
THE CONTENT BASE 

MORE THAN 25 APPLICATIONS OF VIRTUAL 
REALITY IN YOUR SMARTPHONE!
Enjoy paid apps made by Fibrum for free for 
a year period
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Augmented reality is a technology that makes physical objects alive on the screens 
of smartphones and tablets. This effect causes a great enthusiasm among children 
and adults and also gives them a lot of positive emotions.

The technology of augmented reality is very easy to use. All you need is to buy a greet-
ing card or a coloring book with special QR-codes on them. Then you can download 
the free Fibrum app, aim the camera of your smartphone towards the picture and it 
will transform into a 3D animation in front of your eyes. All characters have special 
animations and music.

#fibrum_before
Augmented Reality
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#ceo_founder

Ilya Flaks

CEO & Founder of the Fibrum Company. He developed his first game at the age of 15. 
In 2011 with the partners from “Inform-Mobil”, one of the biggest content and ser-
vice providers in Russia, he founded a company with 65 million users – Immo Games 
– which took the first place among the game developers of “Vkontakte” social net-
work. In 2013 Ilya founded Fibstone Company which specialized in the development 
of mobile apps.  Many years of development experience allowed to create Fibrum and 
develop business by following blue ocean strategy. Now, the company is the world 
leader in developing content in mobile VR industry and Ilya acts as an expert in nu-
merous industry events for Russian VR start-ups.

Ilya was born in Kazan, Russia where graduated from the university as a specialist in 
Management and Automatization. In 2011 he graduated from the Moscow University 
Higher School of Economics with a master degree in Electronic Business. Since 2013 
he has been CEO of the Fibrum Company.
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#fibrum_team

Alexey Glebov – development team leader. Alexey has many years 
of experience in Unity development, project leading and developing 
software for VR products from scratch. His specialty is mobile VR, 
in which he’s one of the leading experts on the Russian market. In 
Fibrum Alexey is successfully coordinating the development of ap-
plications and products concepts. He is also overseeing technical 
issues and dealing with game design decisions. He graduated with 
honors from Lomonosov Moscow State University with a degree in 
State and municipal management.

Oksana Veselova - PR and marketing director. Oksana has a decade 
of experience in marketing, PR, advertising and event management. 
She used to work as marketing director in American Diner Group, 
which has conceptually different brands and projects. She was in 
charge of marketing strategy and PR activity, she also was launching 
products on Russian and international markets and opening restau-
rants. In Fibrum Oksana is promoting the company on the Russian 
and international markets. She graduated from Foreign Languages 
Faculty at Sholokhov Moscow State University for Humanities. 

Additional education:

- Policy and Business School, PR and advertising manager. 

- Mini MBA courses.

- Business Management & Marketing Universal Business courses.

Irina Zudova - digital distribution leader. Irina has many years of 
work experience in Luxembourg where she was regulating relations 
with European partners. As a representative of Artec 3D, she attend-
ed many international exhibitions where she presented company’s 
innovative products. Irina has a perfect command of English and 
French and her work experience in translation sphere allow her to 
cooperate without any communication barriers. She graduated with 
honors from N. A. Dobrolyubova State Linguistic University of Nizhny 
Novgorod with a degree in Linguistic. She also got master degree in 
the Franco-Russian journalism center of Moscow State University.
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Skvortsova Daria

PR-manager

d.skvortsova@fibrum.com

+7 (916) 868 17 99

www.fibrum.com 

Looking forward to cooperation
with you!


